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There was a thread on GodLikeProductions.com with this title:
“WE are ONE - All People All Colors All Genders - Don't Divide US”
The URL was: http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2406435/pg2
It consisted of two pages but it was apparent that a wave of anonymous posters were
there to quickly disrupt the thread. It happens to be that I agree that we are all one.
Ancient texts, science and history has come a long way towards proving it.
Each time someone tried to derail it I would post a reply explaining why their
interpretation was incorrect. I went off and had some lunch and when I came back the
thread had been deleted:

This was very strange because there was nothing in the thread that would warrant its
removal... except... I was giving better rebuttals to their disruptions and my final post
before heading off may well have hit something square on the nail that they don't want
people talking about.
I was then curious because I couldn't see why else the topic was deleted so, being the
enquiring person I am, I started searching for other threads containing “We are one” in

the title. I went back a year and put “500” in the number of results box. What happened
next shocked me.
There have been “ZERO” posts with that title even though I have posted in them. My
name on GLP is “WeAreOne” so I am always found in any such threads. Not only were
the no good discussions on it but the only one I could find was full of disinformation
and discrediting the very idea.
Since Trinity left (and yes he did, Ghetto Monk is NOT the old Trinity) the forum has
been shifting with greater pacification towards Governments and further separating the
people on the forum. Ethnic race, liberal views, alternative science, non-christian
religion... basically anything that will separate people from uniting is pinned and
anything that talks of coming together is ridiculed and down-played hard and fast.

What was said in this thread just before it was deleted?
The final post above mine said something along the lines of:
“Well they tried this with the tower of Babel and look how that ended up”
This was my reply:
“Was it not the words, “written by men”, who stated that God had separated humanity
and gave those men different languages so humanity could no longer unite? Doesn't
this then mean that those words “written by men” show that God and the New World
Order are actually both trying to achieve the exact same goal; to separate and
obfuscate the whole of humanity?”
Another interesting observation:

It is my belief that talking of unity and coming together as one people is not only
frowned upon on GLP but is actively rooted out and removed if they cannot put their
own agenda across well enough.
Be warned!

